Treanor Architects is actively seeking TWO full-time Designers to join our Preservation Studio. One position will be seated in our Topeka, KS office, near the beautifully restored Kansas State House, and one position will be in our Kansas City, MO office located in the heart of the vibrant Crossroads Arts District. If you have a creative, energetic nature, and a passion for working with historic buildings, you may be just the person we are looking for! Requirements needed for the position include

- accredited degree in architecture; college course work &/or professional experience with historic preservation desired
- 1-4 years of experience that includes project design, rehabilitation projects, heritage conservation research, planning and reporting, and materials conservation
- actively seeking licensure
- proficient with Revit; previous experience with Point Cloud and 3D modeling a plus, and
- a willingness and ability to travel in service of our clients’ needs
- the ability to clearly convey information and ideas verbally and graphically
- the ability to quickly grasp new concepts

Treanor Preservation operates under the principle that good design transcends time. To that end, we are committed to providing our clients the services necessary to preserve their historic buildings, and/or construct compatible new ones. Our unique experience allows us to go beyond the rote application of standards, applying a deep understanding of a property’s significance to develop creative solutions that respect a sense of place. Our diverse portfolio includes both small and large small projects, from the preparation of an HSR for Turnhalle, a nineteenth-century German meeting hall, to the 12-year-long master planning and restoration of the Kansas Statehouse.

The Primary responsibilities of this position will include:

- Assist in researching historical background of structure, technical issues, and code issues
- Assist in the preparation of investigation reports and bid documents, including drawings and technical specifications
- Assist in the review of contractor submittals
- Assist in providing potential solutions for historic preservation design challenges
- Assist in monitoring site activity for any potential unanticipated adverse effects to historic resources, prepare site visit reports and develops responses to request for information
- Provide Historic Preservation Project Managers and Project Architects with regular updates on status, issues, or challenges related to the completion of their responsibilities
- Assist in maintaining project records

Treanor Architects offers competitive salaries commensurate with experience and a comprehensive benefits package, as well a fun and inviting atmosphere. We support and promote professional development and encourage our staff to not only participate, but to become leaders in professional organizations and our community.

To be considered for this opportunity, act today and forward your cover letter, resume and sample of your work to Amy Bellerive, director of Human Resources, at abellerive@treanorarchitects.com noting Preservation Designer in the subject line.
Treanor Architects is an Equal Employment Opportunity employer and not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, gender, age, genetic information, sexual orientation, status as a protected veteran or status as a qualified individual with a disability, or any other characteristic protected by applicable Federal, State or Local laws. If you meet the requirements of the position, you are encouraged to apply. We are an E-Verify Employer.